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It’s not easy being petite. I can’t reach the top shelf, or the one directly
below it. Sometimes my face ends up shoved far too close to a stranger’s
armpit in an elevator. I have to take all my off-the-rack clothes to the tailor to
be shortened because plus size petite clothes are harder to find than the
perfect shade of lipstick. Or a unicorn.

Of course, the perfect solution to that
problem is having your clothes made to
your measurements
(http://abbeypost.com/shop). It’s such a
relief to be able to wear something as
soon as it arrives, instead of a week or
two later when it comes back from the
tailor. But we all like to buy our clothes
from a variety of designers and stores so
that our wardrobe doesn’t get too
repetitive. And some AbbeyPost Made to
Measure styles are better for my fellow petite women than others. So I asked
from stylists and fashion bloggers what petite women like me should shop
for. Here’s what they had to say:

1. Silhouettes
Blogger Crystal Coons of Sometimes Glam (http://www.sometimesglam.com)
says,

“I always recommend something with a high waistline, to elongate legs.
For example, a wrap top with some sleek, straight jeans which create the
illusion of longer legs.”

The Jackie wrap cardigan (http://abbeypost.com/shop/jackie.html) and the
Joy peplum wrap cardigan (http://abbeypost.com/shop/joy.html) are both
high-waisted enough to make your legs looks longer without being
obviously high-waisted (like high-waisted pants). Our wrap dresses, including

Rachel (http://abbeypost.com/rachel.html), Holly
(http://abbeypost.com/holly.html) and Kim (http://abbeypost.com/kim.html) do
the same thing.

(http://abbeypost.com/shop/cardigans/joy.html)

Our JOY wrap cardigan features a beautiful peplum and a flattering wrap top to elongate your top line.

Anything made to measure or made in a petite size is ideal, because when
you shorten regular size clothes, the proportions are still a bit off. You can
have a skirt shortened at the hem, but the waistline or hip still might hit you

just a bit lower than it should. Or worse, you’ll get impatient and wear
something without having it shortened. Then the hemline hits you too low
and you risk looking frumpy.

2. Just Say No to Capri Pants
Capri pants (or any pants that end somewhere between your knees and
ankles) seem like a boon to petite women. Finally – pants that aren’t too
long! But they’re a no-no for petite women. Crystal Coons explains,

“Avoid bottoms that cut off in non-natural places. For example, pants that
hit right below the knee, or mid-calf (like a capri). It breaks the leg line up
in a strange way and can make legs look shorter. If you’re going to go for
a cropped look, keep it right above the ankle for the most flattering fit.”

3. Elongate With Color
When you’re petite, the colors in your outfit need to work together instead of
contrast each other. Image Consultant Patty Buccellato of Refined Images
(http://refinedimages.net/) says,

“Create a continuous vertical line of hue or color value to visually lengthen
the body for greater height perception (think: same-toned blouse and skirt
versus high contrast in color).”

A black skirt and white top contrast each other, and make you look chopped

up and shorter. But pair a black skirt with a dark top, such as the Bailey
boatneck top (http://abbeypost.com/shop/tops/bailey.html) in plum, and the
colors work together to make your body look longer.

Of course, a dress had the same effect since it’s the same color (or print) on
the top and bottom. The key here is to create one long unbroken visual line
from neck to hem; you can add pattern and interest (or contrasting colors) by
layering on accessories or a cardigan.

Don’t forget about the color of your hosiery. Patty Buccellato says,

“In cold weather, keep legwear, like colored tights, in the same value
range (light/dark) as a skirt or dress. If going bare legged, keep skirt or
dress colors in same color value as your skin.”

4. Jewelry Can Work For You
Amy Rodbell, Owner & Creative Director of costume jewelry company Swell
Caroline (http://www.swellcaroline.com/) says that some jewelry is better for
petite woman than others. It might be counter-intuitive, but her advice is:

“A long necklace will elongate your body.”

Consider proportion when shopping for jewelry. If you’re a slender, or
average sized petite woman, than delicate jewelry works best on you –
chunky jewelry would overwhelm your frame. But plus size petite women
need bolder jewelry to balance their frames.

We’re particularly partial to BaubleBar’s statement necklaces to really amp
up the WOW factor!

(http://www.baublebar.com/topaz-starlight-bibnecklace.html)

The BaubleBar Topaz Starlight Bib Necklace is just right for fall! $44

5. Shoes Make The Woman
Wearing high heels will make you physically taller, but they’re not for
everyone. That doesn’t mean that shoes can’t help all petite women look
taller. Crystal Coons says,

“I would also always err on the side of a pointed toe shoe when shoe
shopping to create that long leg line, and if you can find one in a nude
color, you’re in business. They’ll work with jeans, but also will look
fabulous with all of your dresses.”

Even flats with the right shape can elongate your legs beautifully. Try these 9
West flats for comfort while you look longer and leaner:

(http://www1.macys.com/shop/product/nine-west-speakup-flats?

ID=1666665&CategoryID=13247#fn=sp%3D1%26spc%3D901%26kws%3Dflats%2

Nine West Speakup Flats, on sale at Macy’s for $49.99!

Again, pointy shoes aren’t for everyone. They look really weird with my wide
feet, for example. But if you like this style, it really does make your legs look
just a bit longer.

We LOVE these Ivanka Trump nude Carra pumps!

(http://www1.macys.com/shop/product/ivanka-trump-carra-pumps?

ID=961651&CategoryID=13247#fn=sp%3D1%26spc%3D208%26kws%3Dnude%2

Ivanka Trump Nude Pumps, $135, Macys.com

Crystal Coons suggests avoiding shoes with wide ankle straps.

“A thin strap can look lovely, but a heavier strap breaks up the leg line
and makes legs look stumpy.”

Remember: The Rules Are There to
Help Us
It’s super tempting to ignore one or more of these rules. When I wear my
one pair of forbidden capri pants, no one throws rocks at me, but no one
compliments my outfit either. Ever. And on days when I only care about

looking acceptable enough to leave the house, that’s OK. But on days when
I want to look great, those capris stay in the dresser.

Some days, we don’t care how short and stubby we look. And that’s fine. But
when we want to make a good impression, or gain respect at work, then we
should use every weapon in our fashion arsenal.
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